
Quarter 4
Reading Writing Oral Communication

3.3a Use knowledge of regular and
irregular vowel patterns.

3.3b Decode regular multisyllabic
words.

3.5f Identify the narrator of a story

3.5j Identify the theme.

3.5l Differentiate between fiction
and nonfiction.

3.6a Identify the author’s purpose.
(Persuade, Inform, Explain)

3.6d Ask and answer questions about
what is read, using the text for support.

3.6g Identify the main idea.

3.6h Identify supporting details.

3.6j Read with fluency, accuracy,
and meaningful expression.

3.9e Use singular possessives.

3.9k Indicate paragraphing by indenting or
skipping a line.

3.9j Use correct spelling including irregular
plurals.

3.10a Construct questions about the topic.

3.10b Access appropriate resources.

3.10c Collect and organize information about
the topic.

3.10d Evaluate the relevance of the
information.

3.10e Avoid plagiarism and use own words.

3.10f Demonstrate ethical use of the Internet.

3.7a Write capital and lowercase letters of the
cursive alphabet.

3.7b Sign his/her first and last names.

3.2c Make eye contact with the
audience.

3.2f Use multimodal tools to
create presentations and
enhance communication.



Math Science Social Studies

3.5 The student will solve practical
problems that involve addition and
subtraction with proper fractions
having like denominators of 12 or less

3.11 The student will identify and
draw representations of points, lines,
line segments, rays, and angles.

3.12a define polygon;

3.12b b) identify and name polygons
with 10 or fewer sides; and

3.12c c) combine and subdivide
polygons with three or four sides and
name the resulting polygon(s).

3.13 The student will identify and
describe congruent and noncongruent
figures.

3.2a multiple forces may act on an
object;

3.2b the net force on an object
determines how an object moves;

3.2c simple machines increase or
change the direction of a force

3.2d simple and compound machines
have many applications.

3.2 The student will explain how the
contributions of ancient China and
Egypt have influenced the present
world in terms of architecture,
inventions, the calendar, and written
language.

3.5a at the beginning of their culture;

3.5b during their period of greatest
influence; and

3.5c today.

3.7 describe how people in ancient
world cultures adapted to their
environment.

3.8 will demonstrate an
understanding of different cultures and
the natural, human, and capital
resources they used in the production
of goods and services.




